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Revolver must be doing something right because the entire woke communist regime and cancel culture apparatus is coming after us, night and day.

Join the Revolver family and our fight to save America with a $49 per year ad-free subscription. And if you want to give extra during this critical time,
you can make a one-time or recurring monthly donation — whether it’s $1 or $1,000, every bit goes towards the battle to save our great nation. Or, give
a friend or loved one a Revolver annual subscription simply by checking the “Gift” option.

The modern American regime has many soldiers who do battle on its behalf. There are the BLM rioters who loot helpless bodegas and shoe stores any
time a “gentle giant” succumbs to a trooper’s bullet or a policeman’s knee. There are AWFLs; the pink pussy-hat wearers who attend every protest and
enforce every newly-invented norm. There are Antifa; the violent actors who torch cars, besiege courthouses, and burn police stations.

But one class of warriors stands apart from all the rest. Call them the “trannissaries.” Or, if you prefer something even sillier, “tranny jannies.”
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For those who didn’t grow up playing Age of Empires II, janissaries were the elite soldiers of the Turkish Ottoman Empire, which conquered the entire
Balkans and Near East during the 15th and 16th centuries. They fought and won the toughest battles for the last and greatest of the Islamic empires that
waged war against Christian Europe.

Today, it’s common on Twitter or in comments sections to see people quip that the most elite, tip-of-the-spear troopers for modern leftism are America’s
growing pool of transgender people. Or, as the pun goes, “trannissaries.”

Why is the transgender movement so “successful?” In no small part, it’s because of how fanatically committed its members are to defending and
advancing their ascended fetish. Why is transvestite content so successful online? Because transsexual radicals make up a very disproportionate share of
moderators and power users on sites like Reddit or Wikipedia, and will harass or ban all who stand against them. Why is drag queen story hour
everywhere? Because it turns out there are a whole lot of creepy autogynephiles eagerly volunteering to hang out with young children.
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Why are transvestites in sports such an issue now? Because there are fetishists like Lia Thomas and Fallon Fox who enjoy using sports as an excuse to
humiliate puny women.
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Also very worrying, Lia Thomas' approval in the form of 
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The tranny/janny comparison has been made many times before. But aside from the truly excellent wordplay at its heart, most people only compare
trannissaries to janissaries because both are “shock troops” for a formidable regime. For instance, here’s the excellent American Greatness:

If it wasn’t already clear, the shooter in Nashville was a Janissary, a demented footsoldier of an evil, totalitarian ideology that wishes to
remake the world in its demonic image.

But in fact, this is far more than some simple joke. For one: did you know that nearly a third of American male-to-female transsexuals are veterans, and
that was despite them being officially banned from serving at the time this was studied?
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The comparison between the janissaries of old and the trannissaries of today is even more robust than that, though, and makes for some revealing
insights about the nature of both the modern regime and its favorite playthings.
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Both are the converted children of conquered peoples. 

The Ottoman devshirme, or child-collection.

The most famous trait of the Ottoman janissaries was their unusual method of recruitment. New janissaries were made through the devshirme, (literally
“collecting”), in which Ottoman officials went into the provinces, took boys aged roughly 8-15 away from their families, and brought them back to
Constantinople for training as soldiers. In a major twist, though, the boys recruited were not taken from Turkish families, or other Muslim groups.
Instead, they were taken from the conquered Christian peoples of the empire: Greeks, Albanians, Bulgarians, Serbs, and so on.

Sound familiar?

A Washington State bill that would strip parents’ rights to intervene on their kids medical care in certain circumstances passed the House
Wednesday, clearing its pathway to being signed by Gov. Jay Inslee.

“An act relating to supporting youth,” or Senate Bill 5599, allows host homes for runaway youth “to house youth without parental
permission.” Furthermore, the host homes do not need to notify parents about where their kids are or if they are getting medical
interventions “if there is a compelling reason not to, which includes a youth seeking protected health services.”

Once conscripted, the boys were taught Turkish, converted to Islam, and made slaves of the sultan for life.

Similarly, today’s transgender extremists are also “recruited” from the children of a conquered and occupied people: ordinary middle Americans. And just
like with the janissaries of old, any vestigial Christianity is stripped away so they can be enthusiastic practitioners of the new religion of LGBT.

Both involve genital mutilation
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That whole “converting to Islam” process the boys had to go through? Yep, it included getting circumcised, a requirement for Muslim men but not
otherwise practiced by Balkan Christians. So the process of becoming a janissary did, literally, involve undergoing a genital mutilation procedure in
one’s teenage years. Ouch!
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We assume we don’t have to explain the unholy practices that are taking place today, but if you really want to do more reading, be our guest.

Both are wards of the state.

Another distinguishing trait of the Turkish janissaries was their status as a modern standing army. Janissaries were full-time professional soldiers, paid
and fed by the state for their entire lives.

Similarly, the modern transgender lifestyle is also entirely propped up by the American state, and the American regime more broadly. Join our standing
army, and you can get your hormone treatments, sex reassignment surgeries, and tactical dilators all covered for free. Transvestites reportedly have a
poverty rate nearly twice the national average, making they/them reliant on all manner of government programs to survive. But there are other forces
beyond that. What keeps creepy-but-employed trannies in the jobs they hold? In no small part, it’s the terror of a deadly lawsuit if they are fired or
questioned at all. It is no exaggeration to say that, for a subpar employee, an abruptly-grown pair of breasts might be the best protection possible from a
termination.

Both die young

It shouldn’t require much explanation that the janissary’s retirement age of 40-45 could be hard to reach. Training was tough, and constant warfare was
tougher. A lifetime of battle and unsanitary camps made for short life expectancy.

Today’s transgender shock troops suffer from the same problem. Their overall mortality rate is far, far higher than that of ordinary people. The
movement’s allies in the White House or the Human Rights Campaign will say that these are deaths “in battle”—transgender people struck down in
targeted hate crimes. The truth is more prosaic: transsexuals are most often killed by their own self-destructive lifestyles.
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HCPLive:

A total of 317 (10.8%) transgender women and 44 (2.7%) transgender men died during the duration of the study, which equated to an
overall mortality rate of 628 deaths per 100,000 people per year.

In comparison to men in the general Dutch population, the mortality risk was nearly double among transgender women and was nearly
triple in comparison to cis women (ratios of 1.8 and 2.8, respectively).

An analysis of the subgroups show transgender women were 2.6 times as likely to die of cardiovascular disease, 3.1 times as likely to die
from lung cancer, 8.7 times as likely to die from infection, and 6.1 times as likely to die from non-natural causes as cis women. … Most
likely the starkest difference was the mortality risk from HIV, which was 47.6 times higher for transgender women in comparison to cis
women.

Finally, the suicide rate was 6.8 times higher for transgender women.
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No Wives, No Kids, No Families

Contrary to what Rep. Steve King once claimed, janissaries were not castrated (though the Ottomans were otherwise enthusiastic about the practice). But
during the empire’s peak, they were banned from marrying or supporting families, and were expected to live full-time in their army barracks. Newly-
conscripted Janissaries were also ripped away from their old families, and in most cases it was unlikely they ever saw their parents and siblings ever
again.

Today’s trans zealots routinely live out the same existence. Unlike the jannies of old, they frequently are castrated or sterilized. Even more sinister, there
is an entire cottage industry of articles, TikTok videos, and forum posts encouraging trans people to cut off contact with family members who do not
“accept” their delusions. In the case of minors, thousands of teachers, psychologists, and social workers are practically chomping at the bit to snatch
“trans” children away from their parents and put them in more “affirming” foster care situations. The ideal trannissary lives in a digital “barracks,” shorn
of real-life contact and instead residing almost totally online, ever-ready to ride into battle against the gender binary and civilization as we know it.

And as for transvestites somehow starting families, well, how would you respond to this online personal?
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As mentioned above, most janissaries were taken from conquered Christian peoples whose parents were none too happy about having their children
kidnapped and turned into the trained killers of their conquerors. But janissaries were more than just cannon fodder. The best among became the most
powerful generals, admirals, and officials in the empire, which could in turn greatly benefit their original families.
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And so, unsurprisingly, after a while many of the empire’s Muslims dreamed of getting in on the action. They would pressure and bribe officials to have
their own children “forcibly” conscripted as the sultan’s slave.

Today’s equivalents to those status-seeking Muslim parents are, of course, AWFLs: affluent, white, female liberals. Devoted to an ideology that worships
victimhood, they are tragically lacking in victimhood points based on race or income or sexual orientation. But they can change this overnight if they can
gift one of their own children to the trans cult.
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If we get to the point where celebrities have 
"non-binary" or transgender children at like 10x 
the population level, then can we admit there 
is a social contagion occurring?
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Fanatical Loyalty

During their glory days, janissaries were not only tough and capable, but also famously loyal. In a time where most armies still consisted of a hodge-
podge of feudal levies and unreliable mercenaries, the janissaries served only the sultan. At his word, they would march, give battle, and if necessary,
die. This was perfectly natural: They owned no land, and had no base of support except for the Ottoman state.  The janissaries were loyal to the sultan
because they depended on him utterly.

And so it is with their successors.

The tranissaries’ loyalty to the Regime goes far beyond their general dependency for regime support and propaganda. It is a loyalty that emerges from a
combination of this dependency and the fact that tranissaries so often don’t have wives, children, and families. Without family life to occupy them, and
given their total conviction of vulnerability and dependency on the Regime for support, they become purely political creatures, and fanatical instruments
of political activism on which their lifestyle depends.

Indeed, it is their vulnerability and utter dependency on the regime that makes politics a direct personal existential issue for them in a way that it simply
isn’t for conservative middle class American families who just want to raise their children in peace and be “left alone.” For the tranissary, it is not enough
to be “left alone”: the tranissary is inherently expansionist and imperialist, demanding that others recognize its gender identity. Thus, tranissaries adopt
the far more poisonous yet more effective posture that “silence is violence”—all must bow to their reality and agenda.

As Revolver’s Darren Beattie famously explained, the “silence is violence” approach to political activism will always defeat the conservative, libertarian,
and decent desire to be simply left alone—“silence is violence” will always beat “don’t tread on me.”
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The intense loyalty of the tranissary to the Regime means that they are some of the fiercest patriots to the new version of America we have dubbed the
Globalist American Empire—perhaps in this context their disproportionate military service makes some sense.

Today, if you want to find the most vicious, meanspirited, aggressive, and indefatigable advocates for the new order sweeping America and the world,
look no further than the “trans community.” Trannies are the perfect specimen of bioleninism: So off-putting and ridiculous on the outside, so delusional
and repugnant on the inside, that any regime that grants them legitimacy, let alone status, can be assured of their total and complete loyalty. Because if
this guaranteed status were to vanish, where could they go?

In any sane society, Sam Brinton would be used to frighten young children with the prospect he was hiding under their bed (or rather, inside their closet).
The Globalist American Empire instead gave Sam a top-secret Q clearance permission to access our nuclear weapons secrets and made him Deputy
Assistant Secretary for the Office of Nuclear Energy (he has since been fired after being caught for stealine woman’s luggage at airports… twice).
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But the American Regime gave him praise, an important-sounding job, a nice salary, and fawning profiles before his public denouement. Similarly, in
virtually any other society, Dylan Mulvaney would be in a prison or an asylum. In clown America, he is a millionaire.

And who could forget this lovely specimen? The Biden Regime made Rachel Levine — the elegant, sultry vixen of democratic governance — into the
Assistant Secretary of Health and a four-star admiral in the United States Public Health Service Commissioned Corps.
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Slaves of the Great LARP

The Ottoman Empire’s most famous accomplishment was extinguishing the Roman Empire once and for all. Sultan Mehmet II conquered the empire’s
last holdout, the ancient capital of Constantinople, and made it his own capital, where it remained the empire’s nerve center for more than 450 years.
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But notably, in Mehmet’s view, he had not destroyed the Roman Empire. Rather, he claimed to have inherited it. After the conquest, Mehmet and his
successors styled themselves as both Kayser-i Rûm (“Caesar of Rome”) and basileus (“emperor”). Court ritual was remodeled to imitate Roman
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practices. Campaigns of conquest against Italy and other parts of Western Europe were justified as reclaiming the Romans’ old patrimony.  Were the
Turks Romans? Of course not. It was a grand LARP; a way to give a new upstart empire greater prestige to go with its overwhelming military might.

And so it is today. The ruling regime of today’s America has virtually nothing in common with the one that actually built America into a global
superpower and the envy of the planet. But they angrily insist on being given the same respect, status, and credibility as that old regime. As David Burge
once put it:

David Burge
@iowahawkblog · Follow

1. Identify a respected institution.
2. kill it.
3. gut it.
4. wear its carcass as a skin suit, while demanding 
respect.
#lefties
9:39 AM · Nov 10, 2015
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Janissaries Used Gunpowder Weapons to Kill Enemies of their Regime

Yeah, we don’t need to explain this one.
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cestusdei

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

They are mentally ill. No business being in the military or calling
the shots in society. They should be in mental hospitals receiving
treatment.

 61  0

SteamingPileofObama  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

3 days ago

Yes trans are mentally ill. There needs to be a question
of on the DD4473 form, to buy a gun, that keeps them
from owning a weapon. These loons are dangerous.

 11  0

littlewing  

Reply •

− ⚑

> SteamingPileofObama

2 days ago

I've known trans people since the 1970s in San
Francisco.
They are mentally ill. One gay man back then
said to me "they don't belong to us, they are
just crazy people."
Gays and lesbians want to shed them.
They are criminal. I knew one who said to me
"Do you want to be my roommate? I do have
the worst of male and female traits. I am catty
like a woman and aggressive like a man."
I rest my case.

 2  0

Mark Belk  − ⚑> SteamingPileofObama

2 days ago

If they want me to call them a woman show
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Reply •

If they want me to call them a woman, show
me a pu$$y!

 1  0

Erawa Malsi

Reply •

− ⚑

> SteamingPileofObama

2 days ago  edited

We are clearly a failed species.

 0  0

Mike  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

3 days ago

Yikes! Watch out! Almost exactly that same comment
got me kicked off Elon Musk's Twitter.

 7  0

Frustrated in Oregon  

Reply •

− ⚑> Mike

3 days ago

Yep. I dared to call a clown pretending to be a
woman with three days growth of facial hair
"mentally ill", and I was instantly suspended. I
just created a new account, because I refuse to
delete an honest tweet.

 14  0

Mike

Reply •

− ⚑

> Frustrated in Oregon

3 days ago

Same, except I just got on Twitter to
support Musk's obviously false free
speech commitment. So, since he's a
trans-patriot (with trans meaning
fake), no Twitter for me.

 5  0

Barbara  

Reply •

− ⚑> Mike

2 days ago

One of his children is trans.

 0  0

Alexander Rawls  − ⚑

> Barbara

2 days ago

Yes, but that seems to be part of why
Musk is �ghting against the trans-
totalitarians. Turns out he is alienated
from his "trans" offspring.

Don't blame Musk for everything
Twitter does. He bought a 100%
trans-extremist company. It will take
him a while for him to root out the
totalitarians, but he is trying.

Of course the still-censored nature of
Twitter is very annoying to Musk
supporters. I would like to get a blue-
check just to support him, but I know
that if people actually started noticing
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Reply •

that if people actually started noticing
my occasional Tweets I would quickly
be banned.

 2  0

extra salt  

Reply •

− ⚑

> Alexander Rawls

20 hours ago

All socialist media does whatever the
government tells them to do.

Fox news is a controlled opposition
as is talk radio; they say a few true
things so as to get you listening to
mostly lies, but over all staying with
the program.

They keep you in the fake �ght like
saving feminist's sports, as if
feminism isn't the same sickness as
trans. Trans is just a few darwinistic
clicks further down the road of
progress. Darwinism is a lie from the
beginning and so is feminism which
is a part of darwinistic progress
which has gotten US to this point. You
can't back off of trans a few clicks
back to the older versions of
feminism because there is no logic
for that. It is either progress or it is all
a lie.

The truth is we need to restore the
patriarchy which is the Christian
moral order and most female sports
have no place in a Christian moral
order because contact sports destroy
women's bodies, but more
importantly feminism destroys their
lives. Also women's sports is just a
form of a�rmative action for one of
the progs organized communities in
the marxist struggle model.

 0  1

Michael  

Reply •

− ⚑> Barbara

a day ago

You have principles, or you don't.
Musk doesn't. He claims to hold
principles when he sees a personal or
business advantage, and abandons
them when they become
inconvenient. A lot like Donald "Take
the Guns and Find the Probable
Cause Later" Trump.

 0  0

cestusdei  − ⚑> Mike

19 hours ago

BB is not Twitter. Musk still has some work to
do there.
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Reply • 0  0

dbobway  

Reply •

− ⚑> Mike

a day ago

I was just banned from twitter for wanting to
post an article about the Nashville school
murderer's manifesto, we'll never see. It made
the Nashville chief of police sick to his
stomach.
She had a lot more written info, we'll never see.
Her parents should be in jail.

 0  0

littlewing  

Reply •

− ⚑> Mike

2 days ago

He has a trans boy.
So he will defend it.
That's why they are promoting it because you
will �ght for your child.

 0  0

Michael  

Reply •

− ⚑> littlewing

a day ago

He'll �ght for his child to be a part of
a child molesting, anti-human, death
cult? Yeah. You're making my point.

 0  0

littlewing  

Reply •

− ⚑> Michael

15 hours ago

I'm stating a fact. People support
their kids cuz what else can they do.

 0  0

Mark Belk  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

2 days ago

Or do to them what God recommends, put them to
death!

 3  0

dat868  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

3 days ago

Or euthanized so we can be rid of them. They can be
very dangerous.

 3  0

SteamingPileofObama  

Reply •

− ⚑

> dat868

3 days ago

Or just mercilessly ridicule them to the point
they suicide themselves out of existence.

 5  0

Michael  − ⚑

> SteamingPileofObama

a day ago
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Reply •

They do that on their own after trying
to live with the consequences of self
mutilation.

 0  0

DeeDeer

Reply •

− ⚑

> SteamingPileofObama

2 days ago

Are they the ones that are committing
suicide causing the high suicide
numbers for our service men?

 0  0

IPOIPO  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

2 days ago

Mentally ill or not, they are motivated and high
functioning to be able to pull this off. Beattie is right in
saying traditionalists have to be just as motivated in
defending traditional values, because reasonableness is
only for reasonable people and liberals are beyond
reason.

 2  0

cestusdei  

Reply •

− ⚑> IPOIPO

19 hours ago

They are focused on victory and we should be
just as focused on defeating the trans cult.

 1  0

extra salt  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

20 hours ago

They inject you with a lot of toxins while in the military.

It is very unpopular in conservative circles to question
the military.

The fact is that military and ex-military are very
programmed, and you expect that to be part of the
training, but I think they mess with them more than just
mentally. I think they do it chemically.

 1  0

cestusdei  

Reply •

− ⚑> extra salt

19 hours ago

Trans is a toxin.

 0  0

truthhurtsthe  

Reply •

− ⚑> cestusdei

2 days ago

And note DNC (Demonic Nutjob Cult) does not call them
mentally ill. That means no “red �ag gun laws” can
prevent them from buying guns legally. Like we’re seeing
already happen.

 1  0

AmericanGirl − ⚑

4 days ago
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Reply •

So the biggest difference is one was using them to defeat foreign
peoples.

The other, today, is using them on its own people.

Chilling revelation.

 39  0

itookredpill  

Reply •

− ⚑> AmericanGirl

3 days ago

What makes you think they consider us "their own
people"?

 7  0

DeeDeer  

Reply •

− ⚑> itookredpill

2 days ago

well we are the ones paying their medical bills.

 0  0

Cribdawg24  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

I call them fake gender terrorists, and unlike the janisarries they
comprise less than 1/10th of 1% of the population. The media,
both left and right blew them up into a fake monster with all this
power and in�uence when they are just a paper tiger and an
extremly small fraction of the overall population. What amazes
me are that so many of US will roll over and allow them to
terrorize US when we are right and comprise 99.99% of the
population

 23  0

Mike  

Reply •

− ⚑> Cribdawg24

3 days ago

They aren't fake terrorists. They're just terrorists.

 3  0

Steve  

Reply •

− ⚑> Mike

3 days ago

Crib said fake GENDER terrorist, not fake
terrorist.

 2  0

Mike  

Reply •

− ⚑> Steve

3 days ago

I stand corrected. Although, calling
gender fake seems redundant.
Gender is fake: there is only biological
sex (male or female).

 2  0

DeeDeer  − ⚑> Mike

2 days ago

XX and XY just because they have
surgery does not make them XX and
they should not be calling it sex
change because their sex is not
changed.
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Reply • 3  0

Michael  

Reply •

− ⚑> DeeDeer

a day ago

Yes.

 0  0

Fun-in-the-sun  

Reply •

− ⚑

4 days ago

Sixty years ago, Americans were amused by female
impersonators on network television variety shows. Who knew?

 15  0

DL  

Reply •

− ⚑> Fun-in-the-sun

4 days ago

Milton Berle is rolling over in his grave

 10  0

carenragan  

Reply •

− ⚑> Fun-in-the-sun

3 days ago

I always thought Men dressing as women was sick and
creepy. Living in Key West I never understood why
anyone wanted to see a trannie show. Like making fun
of the mentally ill.

 8  0

DeeDeer  

Reply •

− ⚑> Fun-in-the-sun

2 days ago  edited

that TV show DePaul and Vanderpump rules with the
gay parade, normalized Trans people. The more they are
on television.......the normal they are main streamed.
Next will be sex with kids because some in the middle
east enjoy young boys and marry young girls.

 3  0

RubyTwoThree  

Reply •

− ⚑> DeeDeer

11 hours ago

There was a show, Queer as Folk, I believe it
was Showtime, maybe HBO, soap opera drama
about a gay community in Philly. At the time it
was very controversial, now it would be rated
G. It actually was a pretty good show if you
could deal w/all the multi sex stories.

Anyway, I agree, it is a mission creep, it gets
normalized on tv little by little and the next
thing you know it is mainstream.

 0  0

DL − ⚑

4 days ago
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